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WARRANTY
Equipment manufactured by LECO(8 Corporation, St. Joseph, Michigan is warranted free from defect in material
and workmanship for a period of six months from the date of purchase. Equipment not manufactured by LECO is
covered to the extent of warranty provided by the original manufacturer and this warranty does not cover any
equipment, new or used, purchased from anyone other than the LECO Corporation. All replacement parts shall
be covered under warranty for a period of thirt days from date of purchase. LECO MAKES NO OTHER
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY OTHER KIND, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO
THE GOODS SOLD HEREUNDER, WHETHER AS TO MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR PURPOSE, OR
OTHERWISE.

Expendable items such as crucibles, combustion tubes, chemicals and items of like nature are not covered by
this warranty.

LECO's sole obligation under this warranty shall be to repair or replace any part or parts which, to our
satisfaction, prove to be defective upon return prepaid to LECO Corporation, St. Joseph, Michigan. This
obligation does not include labor to install replacement parts, nor does it cover any failure due to accident, abuse,
neglect, or use in disregard of instructions furnished by LECO. In no event shall damages for defective goods
exceed the purchase price of the goods, and LECO SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER.

All claims in regard to the parts or equipment must be made within ten (10) days after Purchaser learns of the
facts upon which the claim is based. Authorization must be obtained from LECO prior to returning any other
parts. This warranty is voided by failure to comply with these notice requirements.

NOTICE
The warranty on LECO equipment remains valid only when genuine LECO replacernent parts are employed.
Since LECO has no control over the quality or purity of consumable products not manufactured by LECO, the
specifications for accuracy of results using LECO instruments are not guaranteed unless genuine LECO
consumables are employed in conjunction with LECO instruments. If purchaser defaults in making payment for
any parts or equipment, this warranty shall be void and shall not apply to such parts and equipment. No late
payment or cure of default in payment shall extend the warranty period provided herein.

LECO Corporation is not responsible for damage to any associated instruments, equipment or apparatus nor wil
LECO be held liable for loss of profit or other special damages resulting from abuse, neglect, or use in disregard
of instructions. The Buyer, their employees, agents and successors in interest assume all risks and liabilities for
the operation, use and/or misuse of the product(s) described herein and agree to indemnify, hold harmless and
defend the seller from any and all claims and actions arising from any cause whatsoever, including seller's
negligence for personal injury incurred in connection with the use of said product(s) and any and all damages
proximately resulting therefrom.

CAUTION
The instrument should be operated only by technically qualified individuals who have fully read and understand
these instructions. The instrument should be operated only in accordance with these instructions.

The operator should follow all ,of the warnings and cautions set forth in the manual and the operator should follow
and employ all applicable standard laboratory safety procedures.

LECO'" is a registered trademark of the LECO Corporation.
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o INITIAL SETUP

I"~\L \/ , \
READ THIS SECTION BEFORE PERFORMING A TEST I~ . \

1. Since the microindentation tester uses a light weight-loads, select a stable work surface, free from external
vibration. Vibration picked up by the microindentation tester may result in a false measurement. LECO
strongly recommends the use of vibration isolation table.

2. After placing the microindentation tester on the selected work surface, install the four adjustable feet
provided and then level the microindentation tester, by placing a level on the stage. Level front to back AND
left to right.

3. Remove the top cover (page 10, Figure 4, item 13) and then remove the weights' shipping pad above the
weights (page 11, Figure 5, item 34).

4. Check to make sure all the weights are in the proper position by turning the load selection dial and verifying
that the weights move up and down. A "clinking" sound as the weights move is normaL.

5. Reinstall the top cover.

6. Make sure the two objective lenses were not loosened during shipping.

7. Remove the indenter cover and place a spacer as shown in Fiqure 1. The spacer wil be found in the
accessory box.

8. Reinstall the indenter cover.

LOAD
SHAFT

SPACER
INDENTER

COVER

INDENTER SPACER INSTALLATION
FIGURE 1
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o INTRODUCTION

Microindentation hardness testing utilizes two types of indenters: Knoop developed in the United States and
Vicker~ developed in Europe.

Microindentation testing is the most suitable method for testing metal structures including small or minute parts,
thin plates, metal foils, fine drawn wires, thin hardened layers and electroplated layers as well as non-metallc
materials such as glass, jewels, and ceramics which can not be measured with Rockwell or other type testers
using relatively large test loads.

Definitions (according to ASTM E 384-05)
Microindentation Hardness Test - a hardness test using a calibrated machine to force a diamond indenter of

specific geometry into the surface of the material being evaluated, in which the test forces range from 1 to 1000 gf
(9.8 x 10-3 to 9.8 N), and the indentation diagonal, or diagonals are measured with a light microscope after load
removaL. For any microindentation hardness test, it is assumed that the indentation does not undergo elastic
recovery after force removaL.

Knoop Hardness Number (HK) - an expression of hardness obtained by dividing the force applied to the Knoop
indenter by the projected area of the permanent impression made by the indenter.

Knoop Indenter - a rhombic-based pyramidal-shaped diamond indenter with edge angles of L A = 172° 30' and
L B = 130° 0'.

Vickers Hardness Number (HV) - an expression of hardness obtained by dividing the force applied to the Vickers
indenter by the surface area of the permanent impression made by the indenter.

Vickers Indenter - a square-based pyramidal-shaped diamond indenter with face angles of 136°.

Formulae
The formulae presented for calculating microindentation hardness are based upon an ideal tester. The measured
value of the microindentation hardness of a material is subjected to several sources of errors. Variations in the
applied force, geometrical variations between diamond indenters, and human errors in measuring indentation
lengths can affect the calculated material hardness.

For Knoop hardness tests, in practice, test loads are in grams force and indentation diagonals are in micrometers.
The Knoop hardness number is calculated using the following:

HK = 1.000 x 103 x (PIAp) = 1.000 x 103 x P/cp x if)

or
HK = 14229 x Pld2

tan( LzB)

Cp =

Z tan( LzA)

-2-



where:
P = force, kgf
d = length of long diagonal, flm,

Ap = projected area of indentation, flm2
LA = included longitudinal edge angle, 1720 30'
LB = included transverse edge angle, 1300 O'

cp = indenter constant relating projected area of the indentation to the square of the length of the
long diagonal, ideally 0.07028

The Knoop hardness, kgf/mm2 is determined as follows:

HK = 14.229 x P/d/

where:
p, = force, kgf, and

d, = length of long diagonal, mm

The Knoop hardness reported with units of Gpa is determined as follows:

HK = 0.014229 x P/d/

where:
P2 = force, N, and
d2 = length of long diagonal of the indentation, mm

For the Vickers hardness test, in practice, test loads are in grams force and indentation diagonals are in
micrometers. The Vickers hardness number is calculated as follows:

HV = 1.000 X 103 x PIA = 2.000 x 103 X P sin(a/2)ld2
or

HV = 1854.4 X Pld2
where:
P = force, gf
As = sunace area of indentation, flm2
d = mean diagonal length of the indentation, flm, and
a = face angle of indenter = 1360 O'

~*

The Vickers hardness, kgf/mm2 is determined as follows:

HV = 1.8544 x P/d/

where:
P, = force, kgf, and

d, = length of long diagonal, mm

The Vickers hardness reported with units of GPa is determined as follows:

HV = 0.0018544 x P21d/
where:
P2 = force, N, and
d2 = length of long diagonal of the indentation, mm

- 3-



o ACCESSORIES

Standard Accessories

863-263 English X-Y Stage 1 1

862-528-105 * Vickers Standard Test Block
1 1

862-528-104 * Knoop Standard Test Block

863-230 * Vickers Diamond Indenter
1 1

863-231 * Knoop Diamond Indenter

863-272 Measuring Microscope
Mechanical 1

863-273 (with 10X eyepiece) Electronic 1

863-222 Objectives
50X 1 1

863-225 10X 1 1

863-274 Adjustable Foot 4 4

863-275 Integral Indenter Cover 1 1

863-526 Spacer for Indenter Cover 1 1

863-279 Camera Mounting Tube 1 1

863-276 Dust Cover 1 1

863-280 Spare Light Bulb (6V, 18W) 2 2

100 - 120V, 2A 1 1

Spare Fuse 200 -240V, 1A 1

200 - 240V, 2A 1

863-281 Power Cord 1 1

Auxilary Tools (screwdriver, Allen wrenches) 1 1

863-290 * Vickers Hardness Calculation Table 1

863-289 * Knoop Hardness Calculation Table

Hardness Conversion Table 1

200-398 Instruction Manual 1 1

863-284 Accessory Box 1 1

863-287 Green Filter 1 1

* one test block, one indenter and one calculation table per tester.

-4-



~
863-280
SPARE

LIGHT BULB

SPARE
FUSE

862-528-105
VICKERS --.

TEST BLOCK ~
OR

862-528-104
KNOOP

TEST BLOCK

863-284
ACCESSORY

BOX

ACCESSORIES CASE
FIGURE 2
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Optional Accessories
LECO FIGURE 3
PART DESCRIPTION ITEM

NUMBER NUMBER
863-230 Vickers Indenter

5&6863-231 Knoop Indenter

863-290 for HV LM-100: Standard
Hardness Calculation Table LM-300, LM-700 Optional

863-289 for HK Optional for all models

863-221 100X

863-222 50X

863-224 Objective Lens 3 20X

863-225 10X

863-226 5X

863-287 Green Filter For visual observations.

Aperture Diaphragm (five sizes available)
Paid service call required for

Field Diaphragm (seven sizes available) installation.

AMH32 Fully automated system See Form No. 209-096

861-663 Confident System (video measurement)
.

See Form No. 209-047

863-248 Maximum opening - 50 mmPrecision Vise 9863-249 Maximum opening -100 mm

863-252 Rotary Table 10 Graduation of rotary angle _ 5°

863-257 Thin Specimen Measuring Device 11 Specimen thickness - 5 mm max.

863-258 Fine Specimen Measuring Vertical 12 Specimen diameter - 5 mm max.

863-259 Device Horizontal 13 Specimen diameter - 5 mm max.

862-690 Specimen Self-leveling Stage 14 Specimen height - 5 to 20 mm max.

863-251 Universal Inclining Device 15 Inclining device + vise.

Maximum opening 30 mm.
863-240 V-shape (large) 7 Specimen diameter - 13 to 40 mm

Anvil V-shape863-241
(small)

8 Specimen diameter - 2 to 6 mm

861-667- vip Model 1218. Low profie, passive

101 Vibration Isolation Stand 16 isolation table. Maximum weight 100

Ibs.

-6-



863-221 100X
863-222 50X
863-224 20X
863-225 10X

e
863-226 5X

OBJECTIVE LENSES
Q)

863-287
i CONFIDENT SYSTEM

863-227 ~ GREEN15X EYEPIECE
q) FILTER

863-231

6
~ AMH32 SYSTEMKNOOP INDENTER
()863-230 (ID

VICKER INDENTER

ê863-236
(S)1 MM STEEL BALL

INDENTER

863-248
PRECISION VISE
50 MM OPENING

863-249
PRECISION VISE
100 MM OPENING

863-252
ROTARY TABLE

863-257
THIN SPEC.

MEAS. DEVICE

862-690
SPECIMEN

SELF-LEVELING
STAGE

863-251
UNIVERSAL
INCLINING

DEVICE

861-667-101
VIBRATION
ISOLATION
PLATFORM

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
FIGURE 3
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861-662-101
PRINTER

863-263
STANDARD STAGE

MANUAL X-Y
ENGLISH MICROMETERS



o SPECIFICATIONS

(mN)
(gf)

(mN)
(gf)

98.07
10

9.807
1

245.2
25

490.3
50

49.03
5

98.07
10

980.7
100

1961
200

2942
300

4903
500

9807
1000

490.3
50

980.7
100

2942
300

4903
500

9807 (19647)
1000 (2000)

Automatic loading and releasing

50 /-m/second

5 to 99 seconds

Auto turret

2 lens standard (SOX and 10X)
Option: One additional objective may be added *

For measurement: 500X (SOX objective with 10X eyepiece)
For observation: 100X (10X objective with 10X eyepiece)

5 to 40 seconds

Auto turret

Mechanical Electronic

200 /-m (with SOX objective)

0.5 /-m (user estimates to 0.1 /-m) 0.1/-m

LM-300 - LED readout of diagonal and hardness,
Light control, Turret control (AT models),

Setup options

LM-700 - LCD Touchscreen - All tester functions
Conversions, Scale select, Output options

OKING criteria

3.58-inches (91 mm) maximum

Start Switch with Status LEDs,
Light control

4.33-inches (110 mm) maximum

Manual

3.98-inches x 3.98-inches (100 x 100 mm)

0.98-inch x 0.98-inch (25 x 25 mm)

English 0.001-inch / Metric 0.01 mm

- 8-
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ITEM

Complies with SAE J-417, ASTM E-140, and JIS

6V, 18W

Maximum 999 test data

RS232C: baud rate - 300 to 19200 bps

(factory set for 9600 bps)
Centronics parallel or Serial output

(factory set for Centronics)
i/O for external control: Negative logic O/C

(Open collector), 5 to 12 V

Upper and lower limits and OK/NG display

6V, 18W: auto-darken during loading

Green fiter standard.

1 - Measurement data editing (correction, deletion);
2 - Conversion data display;

3 - Batch conversion of stored measurement data;
4 - Statistic data display (mean value, max. value, min.

value, dispersion (R), standard deviation);
5 - Printout after data editing (measurement data or

conversion data)

1 - All data (HV, HK, test load, diagonal length,
conversion scale, evaluation result);

2 - Measurement data only;
3 - Measurement data and evaluation result;

4 - Measurement data, mean value, standard deviation,
max. value, min. value and dispersion (R);

5 - Measurement data, mean value and evaluation
result based on mean value;

6 - Conversion data only;
7 - Conversion data and evaluation result;

8 - Conversion data, mean value, standard deviation,
max. value, min. value and dispersion (R);

9 - Conversion data, mean value, and evaluation
result based on mean value;

10 - No printout.
Factory settng: mode 2.
RS232C output: mode 1.

Centronics output: mode 2 through 9, test load and
diagonal length.

Serial output: mode 2, 4, 6 and 9.

Conforms to JIS B-7734 and ASTM E-384

OptionaL. Can be mounted at any time.

19.75-inches (499 mm) H x 7.5-inches (186 mm) W x 17.25-inches (435 mm) D

Approximately 80 Ibs (36 kg) including standard accessories

100 to 240 V AC, 50/60 Hz, single phase

-9-



o PARTS IDENTIFICATION

External

(§ TURRET

(î OBJECTIVE
LENS (SOX)

(y DIGITAL
MEASURING

EYEPIECE

G) MAIN BODY/ 9 TOP COVER

~ LOAD
SELECT KNOB

G) MEASURING
KNOB

~ LIGHT PATH
CHANGE-OVER

KNOB

o EYEPIECE
GREAR

COVER

CW OBJECTIVE
LENS (10X)

G: PRECISION
VISE

CI ROTARY
ENCODER

Q) INDENTER
COVER

(I DIAMOND
INDENTER

~ X-Y STAGE

~ MICROMETER
(X-AXIS)

~ CONNECTOR
PANEL

~ MICROMETER
(Y-AXIS)

3 FOCUS
KNOB

Gj CONTROL
PANEL

LM-300 and LM-700 EXTERNAL PARTS IDENTIFICATION
FIGURE 4
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Internal

~ AUTO-TURRET
MOTOR

(i LOADING
MOTOR

~ ROTARY
ENCODER

~ MICROSCOPE
MOUNTING TUBE

€W LIGHT-PATH
CHANGE-OVER

DEVICE

~ REAR
COVER

o TURRET

G)ev OBJECTIVE
LENS (50XAND 10X))

~ POWER AND
MOTOR DRIVE

CARD

G: PRECISION VISE ~
G: X-Y STAGE

~ STAGE
FIXING SCREW

tW STAGE
ELEVATING

SHAFT

~ CONTROL
PANEL

~ CONNECTOR
PANEL

~ STAGE
ELEVATING

HANDLE

LM-300 and LM-700 INTERNAL PARTS IDENTIFICATION
FIGURE 5
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9. Plug the power cable into the connector on the back of the microindentation tester.
10. Make sure the unit's Power ON/OFF switch is in the OFF position and then plug the unit into the proper

facility power supply.

11. Place the unit's Power ON/OFF switch (Figure 6, item D) in the ON position and the Stand-By switch (Figure
6, item E) in the OFF position. For the LM-700, the test mode screen (Figure 7) will be shown on the LCD
paneL.

NOTE: Standby is used to maintain the memory of the tester (zero set-point and statistical data) while turning
OFF the display and light source. STANDBY must be OFF for normal operation.

0

0

0
rUSt

0 ø (9 0
0

(g

0

OLD STYLE POWER PANEL NEW STYLE POWER PANEL
LM-300 and LM-700 POWER PANEL

FIGURE 6

..:. ~t~~T.:~~q~ "&D
mi 3 8 . 4 iim lis~i I 5 ø ø gf I
rn 3 8 . 4 iim I DTWiEKLEll 5 se i

lem 828.7 aKi
~C:T 1Z5/69'9:~ mE
r: r: LI G HT VOL UM E r;. r;L.O~ (?~~

LM-700 TEST MODE SCREEN
FIGURE 7
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NOTE: For LM-100 units, turn the power ON by pressing the power switch (Figure 8, item B).

o

~

LM-100 POWER PANEL
FIGURE 8

~
CI

(§

LM-100 MAIN PANEL
FIGURE 9
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o PRINTER SET-UP

LM-300
Refer to the following chart to set the LM-300 to print using the RS232 port. If using Mode 5, make sure the "Serial
(Seiko DPU Printer)" settng is selected. If using Mode 6, make sure the "RS232" setting is used.

Mode 1 Dwell Time Setting 1 to 90 seconds
Mode 2 Maximum Upper Limit o to 9999
Mode 3 Minimum Lower Limit o to 9999
Mode 4 Kgl Si Kgf/gf=O SI (mN) = 1

Serial (Seiko DPU Printer) 0
Mode 5 RS232C Setup Serial (FD-1 RS Printer) 1

HOST (for ARS, ASV) 2
Centronics 0

Mode 6 Printer Type Setting
Serial 1

BCD 2

RS232C 3
Mode 7 Measuring Microscope Setup ON-O OFF = 1

LM-700
The following chart indicates the different printout modes.

1 H:HRC = 53.8 OK
2 H:HRC = 55.6 OK
3 H:HRC = 56.3 OK
4 H:HRC = 55.8 OK
5 H:HRC = 55.0 OK

1 H:HRC = 52.9

2 H:HRC = 53.3

3 H:HRC = 53.0

4 H:HRC = 53.3

5 H:HRC = 53.7
AV=53.2 OK

1 H:HRC = 53.7 OK
2 H:HRC = 54.2 OK
3 H:HRC = 53.7 OK
4 H:HRC = 53.3 OK
5 H:HRC = 54.0 OK

MAX = 54.2

MIN = 53.3

RNG = 0.9

AV = 53.7

DEV = 0.3

1 H:HRC = 54.9

2 H:HRC = 55.8

3 H:HRC = 54.7

4 H:HRC = 54.3
5 H:HRC = 55.1

1 HK = 681.
2 HK = 693.3

3 HK = 681.1

4 HK = 696.1

5 HK = 678.5

1 HK = 659.0 OK
2 HK = 675.8 OK
3 HK = 683.8 OK
4 HK = 673.2 OK

5 HK = 686.5 OK

1 HK = 665.4

2 HK = 685.2

3 HK = 674.5

4 HK = 679.8
5 HK = 677.2

AV = 676.4 OK

1 HK = 668.0

2 HK = 683.8

3 HK = 701.6

4 HK = 690.6

5 HK = 683.8

MAX = 701.6

MIN = 668.0

RNG = 33.6

AV = 685.5

DEV = 12.2

Before changing modes, set the data memory to a lower value than the default. Lowering the data memory setting
allows the printer to automatically print out the average, minimum, maximum, etc. The data memory number can be any
number from 1 to 999. In the axamples above, 5 was selected. To change the data memory number:

a. Press the NEXT button in the upper right corner twice and then press the LIMIT & DATA MEMORY box.
b. Press the DATA MEMORY box and type in the desired limit.
c. Press the RETURN key (the button next to the "." (period) button.
d. Press the SET button and then the EXIT button.
e. Press the BACK button to return to the Data Output screen and then press the DATA OUTPUT button.
f. Select the desired printout mode by pressing the PRINTOUT MODE box and using the arrow keys.
g. After selecting the desired printout mode, press the SET button and then the EXIT button.
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o METHOD SET-UP

LM-100
1. Turn the load selection dial (Figure 4, item 14) to the desired test load.
2. Use the Dwell Time knob (Figure 8, item E) to select the dwell time. Dwell time is variable from 5 to 40

seconds. Normal usage is 5 to 15 seconds.
3. Adjust the field brightness with the Intensitycontrol (Figure 9, item F).

LM-300
1. Turn the load selection knob (Figure 4, item 14) to the desired test load.

2. Rotate the measuring knob (Figure 34, right side knob) to bring the two measuring lines together and then
touch the RESET button on the display screen to "zero" the readout on the display.

3. Touch the DWELL TIME button to access the dwell time and then use the INC and DEC buttons to select
the desired dwell time. Touch the DWELL TIME button again to enter the new dwell time.

4. To change the lighting, touch the LIGHT button and then use the INC and DEC buttons to adjust the
lighting. Touch the LIGHT button again to enter the new lighting leveL.

5. Ensure that the display is set for the proper test, either HV or HK. If the wrong mode is selected, touch the
HV/HK button to toggle between the HV and HK mode.

LM-700
1. Turn the load selection knob (Figi:re 4, item 14) to the desired test load.
2. Rotate the measuring knob (Figure 34, right side knob) to bring the two measuring lines together and then

touch the RESET button on the display screen to "zero" the readout on the display.
3. Select the rest of the desired test conditions via the LCD panel (Figure 4, item 11).
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LM-700 LCD Display Flow Chart

TURN POWER ON

SET.UP MODE

DATA OUTPUT

PRINTER SELECTION

'pRINTER MODE

RS232C SET-UP

SET UP DATA DISPLAY

TEST CONDITION SET-UP

UNIT OF LOAD SET-UP

CALIBRATION METHOD
SET -UP

DWELL TIME SET-UP

CALENDAR SET-UP
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FIELD BRIGHTNESS
ADJUSTMENT

DATA EDITING MODE

UPPER/LOWER LIMIT
SELECTION

DATA MEMORY SET-UP

TEST DATA DISPLAY

STATISTICS DATA DISPLAY



LM-700 Main Screen

CD i:

(I TEST MODE
(4

ø urn
(I

l.m
\I

(í 28.7 ~

CI 56 .7 ~.

QP

(3 ClR ~~
Q) Q3 ~ ~

CD MODE

0 BACK NEXT

CD D1 D2

0 TEST LOAD

G) DWELL TIME

0 HV (HK)

Displays the current mode.

Used to change the screen display. Choices are Test Mode, Set-up Mode and
Data Edit Mode.

Displays the actual diagonal length of the indentation. When performing Knoop
tests, only D1 will be displayed.

Displays the currently selected test load. This window wil also display the current
unit of load (either gf or N).

Displays the currently selected dwell time.

Displays the currently selected test mode. Pressing this window toggles between
HV for Vickers testing, HK for Knoop testing, and other optional modes.
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CD HARDNESS VALUE Displays the actual tested hardness value.

(l OKING DISPLAY Displays the judgement of OK/NG (high or low) according to the preset upper
and lower hardness value limits.

o CONVERSION SCALE Displays the current converted hardness value. Pressing this window brings up
the another window in the display (see following example) that allows selection of
one of the following scales (H = Hard; S = Soft).

HV (H) -+ HK (H) -+ HB5 (H) -+ HBW -+ HRA (H) -+ HRC -+ HRD -+ 15N

30N -+ 45N -+ H5 -+ T5A (H) -+ HV (5) -+ HK (5) -+ HB5 (5) -+ HRB (5)

HRF -+ HRG -+ HRE -+ HRK -+ 15T -+ 30T -+ 45T -+ H5 (5) -+ T5A (5)

When the window (shown in the example below) displays the desired scale,
press the OK window button.

NOTE: Conversion tables for the Rockwell "W' scales have not yet been developed.

..'. '::TE~T: .~:~~~ =mD
lQ 38 . 4 urn iiõ~i I 5 ø ø gf I
I D zI 3 8 . 4 urn 5 see

Conversion Scale
(CANCEL) (HRC )

(oK)Q6
I COUNT

r: r; L I. G H T VOLUME. r7 r:L.i5~ ~~~
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(i CONVERTED HARDNESS VALUE Displays the converted hardness value from the actual measured value.

(Û COUNT Displays the number of test results stored in memory and the maximum number
of test results that can be stored in memory.

€) START

(§ SET

(ß CLR

€9 LIGHT VOLUME

Press to start a test. This button will flash when a test is in progress.

Used to zero the settng for measuring lines.

Used to clear all stored data.

Used to adjust the field brightness. . = Darker; ~ = Brighter.

€) ~ ~ Used to rotate the turret.
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LM-700 Set-up Screen

".:i:~~ìYf.'''~ciDB:..r&G

r DATA OlPUT )

( INFORMTION )

( TES CODITION )

( DATE SETP )
i Ir

Select the menu by pressing the desired window.

DATA OUTPUT

INFORMATION

TEST CONDITION

DATA SETUP

Screen display goes to the data output mode. Refer to page 21.

Screen display goes to the information mode. Refer to page 35.

Screen display goes to the test condition mode. Refer to page 36.

Screen display goes to the data setup mode. Refer to page 38.
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LM-700 Set-up Mode - Data Output Screen

DAT A OUTPUT

PR INTER

~fB"EtJT- "rjT .,",'.' " t,:I.II', il. :.,

PRINT OUT MODE

II Hardness/Ave ./Judge f

§)
( EXIT)

RS232C

BAUDRATE DRTA PAR I TY
7 bits ~ Even ~

Press the necessary window to select/edit data.

PRINTER

PRINTOUT MODE

RS232C

SET

EXIT

T! ..Used to select the type of printer. After touching the Printer window, use the, ..mmm or

key to select between RS232C and centronics.

Used to select the printer's output mode. Use the .. or .. key to select between:

a. Measured hardness value only.

b. Measured hardness value and OK/NG judgement.

c. Measured hardness value and calculated data.
d. Measured hardness value, average, and OK/NG judgement.

e. Converted hardness value only.

f. Converted hardness value and OK/NG judgement.

g. Converted hardness value and calculated data.

h. Converted hardness value, average, and calculated data.
L No output.

Used to select the RS232C parameters.
Baud Rate: 300,600, 1200,2400,4800,9600, 19200 bps

Data: 7, 8 bit
Parity: Even, Odd, None

Used to page/toggle selection fields.

Used to enter new data. Without pressing the SET key, data selections wil not be saved.

Used to return to the previous display"
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Centronics Printer Connector

Pin
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Signal
Name

STB

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

D8

11 BUSY

16 GND

19 GND

1 1
30 GND

Tímina Chart

PATA

STROBE

Pin Location

1a----~-----------l

36----- --------- --19

I U
-+m'~ ~m1

U
-l 2ms i-
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Printout Formats

Centronics Printer

Printer Mode 1

DATE YY.MM.DD
LOT NO. nnnnnnnnnn
01 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n

02 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n

50 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n

Printer Mode 2

d2=nnn.n

d2=nnn.n

d2=nnn.n

HV=nnnn.n

HV=nnnn.n

HV=nnnn.n
. . . . . . . . . Calculation method

DATE YY.MM.DD
LOT NO. nnnnnnnnnn
01 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n

02 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n

50 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n

Printer Mode 3

d2=nnn.n

d2=nnn.n

d2=nnn.n

HV=nnnn.n LO

HV=nnnn.n HI

HV=nnnn.n OK

DATE YY.MM.DD
LOT NO. nnnnnnnnnn
01 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n d2=nnn.n HV=nnnn.n

02 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n d2=nnn.n HV=nnnn.n

50 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n d2=nnn.n HV=nnnn.n

MAX = nnnn.n ..... Maximum of the measured value

MIN = nnnn.n ..... Minimum of the measured value

RNG = nnnn.n ..... Dispersion

AV = nnnn.n ..... Mean value (Average)

DEV = nnnn.n ..... Standard deviation

Printer Mode 4

DATE YY.MM.DD
LOT NO. nnnnnnnnnn
01 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n

02 P=n.nnngf d1=nnn.n

50 P=nnnngf d1=nnn.n

AV = nnnn.n OK

d2=nnn.n

d2=nnn.n

d2=nnn.n
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Printer Mode 5

DATE YYY.MM.DD
LOT NO. nnnnnnnnnn
01 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n

02 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n

50 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n
. . . . . . . . . Conversion scales

Printer Mode 6

DATE YY.MM.DD
LOT NO. nnnnnnnnnn
01 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n LO

02 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n HI

50 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n OK

Printer Mode 7

DATE YY.MM.DD
LOT NO. nnnnnnnnnn
01 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n

02 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n

50 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n

MAX = nnnn.n . .... Maximum of the converted value

MIN = nnnn.n ..... Minimum of the converted value

RNG = nnnn.n ..... Dispersion

AV = nnnn.n ..... Mean value (Average)

DEV = nnnn.n ..... Standard deviation

Printer Mode 8

DATE YYYY.MM.DD
LOT NO. nnnnnnnnnn
01 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n

02 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n

50 P=nnnngf H:HK=nnnn.n

AV = nnnn.n OK
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Serial Printer

Printer Mode 1

HV = nnnn.n

HV = nnnn.n

HV = nnnn.n

HV = nnnn.n
. . . . . . . . . . Calculation method

Printer Mode 2

HV = nnnn.n LO
HV = nnnn.n HI

HV = nnnn.n OK

HV = nnnn.n OK

Printer Mode 3

HV = nnnn.n

HV = nnnn.n

HV = nnnn.n

HV = nnnn.n

MAX = nnnn.n . . . . . Maximum of measured value

MIN = nnnn.n . . . . . Minimum of measured value

RNG = nnnn.n . . . . . Dispersion

AV = nnnn.n . . . . . Mean value (Average)

DEV = nnnn.n . . . . . Standard deviation
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Printer Mode 4

HV = nnnn.n

HV = nnnn.n

HV = nnnn.n

HV = nnnn.n

AV = nnnn.n OK

Printer Mode 5

HK = nnnn.n

HK = nnnn.n

HK = nnnn.n

HK = nnnn.n
. . . . . . . . . . Conversion scales

Printer Mode 6

HK = nnnn.n LO
HK = nnnn.n HI

HK = nnnn.n OK

HK = nnnn.n OK
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Printer Mode 7

HK = nnnn.n

HK = nnnn.n

HK = nnnn.n

HK = nnnn.n

MAX = nnnn.n . . . . . Maximum of converted value

MIN = nnnn.n . . _ . . Minimum of converted value

RNG = nnnn.n . . . . . Dispersion

AV = nnnn.n . . . . . Mean value (Average)

DEV = nnnn.n . . . . . Standard deviation

Printer Mode 8

HK = nnnn.n

HK = nnnn.n

HK = nnnn.n

HK = nnnn.n

AV = nnnn.n OK
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RS232C Communication Format
Synchronization Start stop

Baud rate
Error detection
Codes

Start bit : 1

Data bits: 8

Stop bit : 1

300,600,1200,2400,4800,9600,19200 bps selectable
Even parity or no parity - selectable
JIS 8 bits

Data Format

Date and Lot Number

Date and lot number will be printed out via any printer mode once the information has been input via the
set-up mode.

Date - maximum 10 characters

L

Lot Number - maximum 10 characters

Measured Data

Measuring in unit of gf

Pressing the READ switch when the hardness calculation is complete will print measured data.

Calculation method
HV: Vickers

HK: Knoop

Load (unit of gf) D1 (000.0 - 999.9)

D

D2 (000.0 - 999.9)
Not available with

Knoop testing

Hardness value
(0000.0 - 9999.9)

Conversion
scale number
0: Soft Steel
1: Hard Steel

Conversion
Scale

a

Converted hardness value
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Measuring in unit of SL

I I
Calculation method

HV: Vickers

HK: Knoop

Load (unit of SI) D1 (000.0 - 999.9)

D

I I
D2 (000.0 - 999.9)
Not available with

Knoop testing

Hardness value
(0000.0 - 9999.9)

Hardness code

n

Ul I I I LJ
Conversion
scale No.

0: Soft Steel

1: Hard Steel

Conversion
scale

Converted value OK/NG judgement
1: OK
0: NG

Maximum Value, Minimum Value, Dispersion, Mean Value, and Standard Deviation
All of this information is available printer mode 3 or mode 6 is selected. When printer mode 3 is
selected, all of the data will be calculated using the measured value. When printer mode 6 is
selected, all of the data wil be calculated using the converted value.

Maximum value (0000.1 - 9999.9) Minimum value (0000.1 - 9999.9)

R

Dispersion (0000.1 - 9999.9) Mean value (average)
(0000.1 - 9999.9)

D CR

Standard deviation (0000.1 - 9999.9)
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Mean Value and OKING Judgement through Mean Value
This data is available when printer mode 4 or mode 8 is selected. When printer mode 4 is
selected, all data will be calculated using the measured value. When printer mode 8 is selected,
all data will be calculated using the converted value.

sx CR

I LJ
Mean value (0000.1 - 9999.9) OK/NG judgement

through mean value
(1 = OK; 0 = NG)
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Communication Command

NOTE: STX = 02 (hex); CR = 00 (hex).

Loading Start Command

I STX I S G CR

Loading Command

I STX I S T CR

OK Response

I STX I 0 K CR

Loading Complete Command

I STX I E I N CR
Error Response

I STX I N n I CR I

'- Error Number

Error Number Description

0 A command other than a receive command was received.

3 A hardness tester error (an error in the motor or sensor
unit).

4 A command received not in the measurement mode.

5 The indenter is not at the ready for loading position.

7 Error during loading.

8 An error in the turret motor or sensor.

Lens A Select Command

I STX I L I A CR

Lens B Select Command

I STX I LIB CR
Lens C Select Command

I STX I L I C CR

Indenter Select Command

I STX I T I L CR

Turret Motion Complete Command

I STX I E I T I CR I
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Turret Turning Command

I STX I T I R CR

Light Source Volume

I STX I L T
aa I CR I

'- Light source volume (aa = 0 to 63)

Command Direction Description Response

E4
E5

ST H - LM Loading check command E6
TR
OK

E4
E5
E6

SG H _ LM Loading start command TR
OK
E3
EN

LA Lens A select command E4 or E6

LB Lens B select command TR
H _ LM

L Lens C select command OK

TL Indenter select command E7 or ET

LT H - LM Brightness adjust command COMERR OK

E3 H +- LM Tester error command (Load motor) NIL

E4 H +- LM A command received not in the measuring mode NIL

E5 H +- LM Indenter not ready for loading position NIL

E6 H +- LM Error during loading NIL

E7 H +- LM Tester error command (Turret motor) NIL

EN H +- LM Loading complete command NIL

TR H +- LM Turret turning command NIL

ET H +- LM Turret turning complete command NIL

COM ERR H +- LM Parameter setting error NIL

OK H +- LM OK response NIL

....

NOTE: H = Host computer; LM = Tester.
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Command Sequence

HOST

Loading started by host computer.

LM

SG

..

..

OK .

.
OK

EN

Loading started by host computer.

NOTE 1: E4, E5, E6 and/or TR command may be sent instead of OK.

NOTE 2: E3 command may be sent instead of EN.

HOST

Lens selection command sequence

~LTLI
..

..

OK

EN

LM

NOTE 1: E4, E5, and/or TR command may be sent instead of OK.

NOTE 2: E7 command may be sent instead of EN.
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RS232C Printer Connector

Pin Signal
Number Name

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

GND

TXD

RXD

RTS

CTS

DSR

GND

FG

SD

RD

RS

CS

DR

GND

Remarks

Frame ground

Sending data
Receiving data

Request to send

Command for sending

Data set ready

Ground for sendin data

13---------------------1

0000000000000000000000000

25---- -- --------------14
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LM-700 Set-up Mode - Information Screen

I NFORMA T ION

TEST LOAD Type UN I T SER I AL HO.

I MiCirsp~i~kers I 0 I SN-OOØØØ1
CALC.

I D1*D2 I

I1AGIHFICIHtOH

I 1~0 z:e C
400

PRINTER

I CENTRCIICS I

PRINT OUT MODE

I Harness/Ave ./Jude IRSZ.3ZC ~
1 
1920Ø bps 7 bits Parity Even I t5

The information screen displays the basic set-up of the tester. Pressing the EXIT key returns the display to the
previous screen.
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LM-700 Set-up Mode - Test Condition Screen

TEST CONDITION

UNIT

I .. l

CALC.

I
D1*D2

I

ÐWELL T UtE

I 5$00 i

~~
§)
( EXIT)

Refer to the choices listed below and then enter test condition data by pressing the appropriate window.

UNIT Press the UNIT window and then use the .. or .. key to select the unit of measure of the
load. Choices are gf or SI (N).

Press the CALC window and then use the .. or .. key to select the method of test.
Choices are D1/D2 for Vickers or D1 for Knoop.

Press the DWELL TIME window and then use the .. or .. key to select the dwell time. Any
amount of time from 5 to 99 seconds may be selected.

Press the SET button to save changes made to this screen. If the SET key is not pressed,
the system wil revert to the previously entered data.

Press the EXIT button to return to the previous screen display.

CALC

DWELL TIME

SET

EXIT
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Calendar Mode

DATE SETUP

1)A'I MONTH YERR

I
1 4 10 1995

I

HOUR IUNUTE

I
1 1 29

I (SET)

( EXIT)

Use this screen to set the current day, month, year and time. For example, press the YEAR window and the
display wil be similar to the following example.

DATE

IYEAR:

CD00000CD00000
( CLR )

i EXIT)

Press the number keys and then the 4/ key to enter the proper year.

Use the CLR key to clear the displayed numbers.

Pressing the 4/ key will return the display to the previous screen display.

Pressing the EXIT key wil return the display to the previous screen display without saving changes.

After the correct date, month, year and time are displayed, press the SET key and then the EXIT key to save the
data and return to the previous screen display.
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Data Editing Mode

II~A!~'BD~~:.~2a~aD. ~.. .." ,.... .Il . ..

Select the data to be edited by pressing the desired window on the display,

LOT NUMBER

LIMIT & DATA MEMORY

Press this window to edit the lot number. Refer to page 39.

Press this window to edit the upper and lower limit and the number of results
retained in memory. Refer to page 40.

Press this window to edit the measuring data information. Refer to page 41.

Press this window to edit the statistical data information. Refer to page 42.

MEASURING DATA INFO.

STATISTIC DATA INFO.
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Lot Number Editina

LOT NUMBER

LOT HUMBER

I LOT-ODODa 1 I

(SET)

f EXIT)

Press the LOT NUMBER window and the screen display will be similar to the following example.

LOT NUMBER

l Lot Nuir: LOT-OOOOO 1

00000 .(é
00000 ~
00000 0
000BJrB (EXIT)

Use the keypad display to enter the desired lot number. Press the l) key to save the edited lot number and
return to the previous screen display.

NOTE: The lot number can be up to 10 alphanumeric characters in length.

Press the EXIT key to return to the previous screen display without saving changes to the lot number.
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Upper and Lower Limit and Data Memory Edítnq

LIMIT & DATA MERY

UPPER LIMIT

I- I
LOWER LIMIT

I
o. 0

I
(SET)

DATA MEMORY

l
999

I ( EXIT)

UPPER LIMIT Use this window to enter the maximum acceptable hardness value. Range: 0 to 9999.9.

LOWER LIMIT Use this window to enter the minimum acceptable hardness value. Range: 0 to 9999.9.

DATA MEMORY Use this window to enter the maximum number of results stored in memory. Range 1 to 999.

Pressing the UPPER LIMIT, LOWER LIMIT, or DATA MEMORY key will cause the display screen to be similar to
the following example.

LIMIT & DATA MERY

tUPPER LIMIT: 9999. 9 l

WW0
CDwwCD000GJ0

ICLR i

( EXIT I

Use the keypad display to enter the desired value. Press the l; key to save the edited value and return to the

previous screen display.

Use the CLR key to clear the displayed value.

Press the EXIT key to return to the previous screen display without saving changes.
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Measurinq Data Information Editinq

MERlt£ DATA INFO.

No. HV HRC
1 724.5 61 .1

2 722.2 61 . ø. 720.3 61 .0

4 ' 718.1 60 .9

5 717.3 60 .8

fa:K) iN~Tl

f'Ri~~1~
f EXIT)

This screen displays the current measuring data information (either Vickers or Knoop) and converted value to
another scale. To change the scale used for the converted values, refer to page 17.

Edited data for D1 and D2 wil be displayed as D1=D2.

Use the .. or .l key to change the displayed page.

Use the PRINT key to print the displayed values.

Use the SET key to save changes and return to the previous screen display. Press the EXIT key to return to the
previous screen display without saving changes.

To edit the data in this display, press the window of the value to be edited and the screen display will be similar to
the following example.

MERI~ DATA INF.

'No.3: 720.31000000000000
(CL)

I EXIT 1

Use the keypad display to enter the desired value. Press the ~ key to save the edited value and return to the
previous screen display.

Use the CLR key to clear the displayed value.

Press the EXIT key to return to the previous screen display without saving changes.
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Statistic Data Information

STATISTIC DATA INFO.

HV HRC
MAX 724.5 61 .1

M IN 676.7 59 .1

RNG. 47 .8 2 . ø

AVE. 701.5 60.1
DEV. 19.2 0.8 (EXIT)

This screen displays the current measured data and statistical information. This information is for display only and
cannot be edited. . ,.
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o HOW TO PERFORM A TEST

LM-100

NOTE: The test wíl be performed using the conditons set during Method Setup. Refer to page 15.

1. Place the specimen on the X-Y stage (Figure 4, item 18). Rotate the eyepiece on the ocular until the two
measuring lines are as sharp and crisp as possible to your eye.

NOTE: Vision differs for each person. Please take the time to perform this step for each individual operator.

2. The surface of the specimen must be perpendicular to the spindle. If unable to set the specimen in a proper,
secure position, use the precision vise to position the specimen and to make sure the specimen does not
move during the test.

3. Rotate the Focus knob (Figure 4, item 21) slowly to bring the specimen surface into focus. For focusing, lift
the table to bring the specimen surface close to the 50X objective lens, then look through the eyepiece lens
(Figure 4, item 4) of the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item 2) and lower the specimen until the surface is
brought into focus.

/ ,\
¿m 'm\ CAUTION!

Exercise caution when elevating the specimen. To avoid damage to the surface of the
lens, do not allow the specimen to contact the lens.

4. Select the area of the surface where the test wil be performed, using the stage micrometer handles.

5. The specimen is now ready for testing. Proceed as follows (depending on the tester model).

LM-100 Manual Turret
a. Manually rotate the turret (Figure 4, item 6) to the center position.

/,'\':' \
L_~ .d:; CAUTION!

Make sure that the indenter does not hit the sample OR sample holder when rotating.

b. Start the loading mechanism by pressing the START switch (Figure 9, item C) on the front paneL. The
diamond indenter wil automatically move down and stay on the specimen surface for the period of
loading time set earlier. After the load time expires, the indenter wil move up and return to the starting
position. During this procedure, the START switch wil be flashing.

c. Manually rotate the turret (Figure 4, item 6) to the 50X objective lens (Figure 4, item 7) and look through
the eyepiece (Figure 4, item 4). The indentation on the specimen should be at the center of the view
field.
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d. Measure the diagonal length of the indentation as follows:

1). Vickers hardness measurement:

a). Measure the D1 dimension.

Turn the measuring knob (Figure 4, item 3) on the
left side of the measuring microscope (Figure 4,
item 2) to adjust the inner edge of the left
measuring line to touch the left edge of the
indentation (Figure 10).

b). Turn the right side knob (Figure 4, item 5) to
adjust the inner edge of the right measuring line to
touch the right edge of the indentation (Figure 11).

c). Read the D1 dimension using the micrometer

(Figure 12). One revolution is 20 f-m and
minimum graduation is 0.5 f-m.

d). Rotate the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item
2) 90 degrees. Measure the D2 dimension. Use
the procedure as described in the previous steps
to adjust the measuring lines to the top and
bottom of the indentation (Figure 13 and Figure
14).

e). Read the D2 dimension using the micrometer

(Figure 12). One revolution is 20 f-m and
minimum graduation is 0.5 f-m.

f). The Vickers hardness value is obtained by

averaging measurements D1 and D2. For
example: If D1 = 50.3 f-m and D2 = 50.5 f-m, the
average would be 50.4 f-m.

NOTE: Use the Vickers Hardness Value book to
obtain the Vickers hardness value by using
the average length and load applied.
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VICKERS LEFT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 10

VICKERS RIGHT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 11

tI
MICROMETER

FIGURE 12

VICKERS BOTTOM MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 13

VICKERS TOP MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 14



2). Knoop hardness measurement:

a). Measure the D1 dimension.

Turn the measuring knob (Figure 4, item 3) on the
left side of the measuring microscope (Figure 4,
item 2) to adjust the inner edge of the left
measuring line to touch the left edge of the
indentation (Figure 15).

KNOOP LEFT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 15

b). Turn the right side knob (Figure 4, item 5) to adjust
the inner edge of the right measuring line to touch
the right edge of the indentation (Figure 16).

KNOOP RIGHT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 16

c). Read the D1 dimension using the micrometer and

use the Knoop Hardness Value book to obtain the
Knoop hardness value.

LM-100 Automatic Turret

NOTE: LM-100's with the automatic turret use a fully automatic test sequence. The automatic test sequence
is as follows:

50X objective lens )) Diamond Indenter )) Load Application )) Dwell Time ))
Load Release )) 50X objective lens

For manual turret control, use the direction buttons on the control panel.

a. After manually focusing the specimen, press the START switch (Figure 9, item C) on the front paneL.
The tester will automatically progress through the test sequence listed above.

b. After the dwell time expires, the indenter will automatically move up and the 50X objective lens will move
into position for measurement.

c. Look through the eyepiece (Figure 4, item 4). The indentation on the specimen should be at the center
of the view field.

d. Measure the diagonal length as described under the LM-100 Manual Turret procedure.
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LM-300

NOTE: The test wil be performed using the conditons set during Method Setup. Refer to page 15.

1. Place the specimen on the X-Y stage (Figure 4, item 18). Rotate the eyepiece on the ocular until the two
measuring lines are as sharp and crisp as possible to your eye.

NOTE: Vision differs for each person. Please take the time to perform this step for each individual operator.

2. The surface of the specimen must be perpendicular to the spindle. If unable to set the specimen in a proper,
secure position, use the precision vise to position the specimen and to make sure the specimen does not
move during the test.

3. Rotate the Focus knob (Figure 4, item 21) slowly to bring the specimen surface into focus. For focusing, lift
the table to bring the specimen surface close to the 50X objective lens, then look through the eyepiece lens
(Figure 4, item 4) of the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item 2) and lower the specimen until the surface is
brought into focus.

/,'\
/..mm~ ......:\ CAUTION!

Exercise caution when elevating the specimen. To avoid damage to the sunace of the
lens, do not allow the specimen to contact the lens.

3. With the specimen properly focused, adjust the eyepiece (Figure 4, item 4) to achieve a clear view of the two
measuring lines.

NOTE: Vision differs for each person. Please take the time to perform this step for each individual operator.

4. Select the area of the surface where the test wil be performed, using the stage micrometer handles.

5. The specimen is now ready for testing. Proceed as follows (depending on the tester model).

NOTES:
· Before performing an actual test, make sure the measuring lines are set to "0" (zero).
· If a "0" (zero) is displayed in the 01 and 02 windows the measuring lines are set.
· If a "0" (zero) is NOT displayed in the 01 and 02 windows, look into the eyepiece and bring the two

measuring lines together unti the right edge of left measuring line just touches the left edge of the
right measuring line. Press the SET key on the screen display and the 01 and 02 windows should
display "0" (zeroes).
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LM-300 Manual Turret

a. Manually rotate the turret (Figure 4, item 6) to the center position.

CAUTION!
Make sure that the indenter does not hit the sample OR sample holder when rotating.

,

b. Start the test by pressing the START key on the screen display. The diamond indenter will automatically
move down and stay on the specimen surface for the period of loading time set earlier. After the load
time expires, the indenter will move up and return to the starting position. During this procedure, the
START switch will be flashing.

c. Manually rotate the turret (Figure 4, item 6) to the 50X objective lens (Figure 4, item 7) and look through
the eyepiece (Figure 4, item 4). The indentation on the specimen should be at the center of the view
field.

d. Measure the diagonal length of the indentation as follows:

1). Vickers hardness measurement:

a). Measure the D1 dimension.

Turn the measuring knob (Figure 4, item 3) on the left
side of the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item 2)
to adjust the inner edge of the left measuring line to
touch the left edge of the indentation (Figure 17).

VICKERS LEFT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 17

b). Turn the right side knob (Figure 4, item 5) to adjust
the inner edge of the right measuring line to touch the
right edge of the indentation (Figure 18).

VICKERS RIGHT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 18

c). Press the READ switch on the rotary encoder (Figure 4,
item 5). The D1 dimension wil be displayed in the
D1 window on the screen display.

~
J READ l

ROTARY ENCODER
FIGURE 19
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d). Rotate the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item 2)
90 degrees to measure the D2 dimension. Use the
same procedure as described in the previous steps
to adjust the measuring lines to the top and bottom of
the indentation (Figure 20 and Figure 21).

e). Press the READ switch on the rotary encoder (Figure 4,
item 5). The D2 dimension will be displayed in the
D2 window on the screen display. The system wil
also automatically calculate the average of the D1
and D2 dimensions, process the data, and display
the Vickers hardness value on the screen. The
screen display will also show the converted scale
value and the OK/NG judgement.

2). Knoop hardness measurement:

a). Press the HV key on the Test Mode screen.
The HV key should change to HK.

b). Measure the D1 dimension.

Turn the measuring knob (Figure 4, item 3) on the left
side of the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item 2)
to adjust the inner edge of the left measuring line to
touch the left edge of the indentation (Figure 22).

c). Turn the right side knob (Figure 4, item 5) to adjust

the inner edge of the right measuring line to touch the
right edge of the indentation (Figure 23).

c). Press the READ switch on the rotary encoder (Figure 4,
item 5). The D1 dimension wil be displayed in the
D1 window on the screen display. The system wil
also automatically calculate and display the Knoop
hardness value on the screen.
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VICKERS BOTTOM MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 20

VICKERS TOP MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 21

KNOOP LEFT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 22

KNOOP RIGHT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 23



LM-300 Automatic Turret

NOTE: LM-300's with the automatic turret use a fully automatic test sequence. The automatic test sequence
is as follows:

50X objective lens )) Diamond Indenter )) Load Application )) Dwell Time ))
Load Release )) 50X objective lens

For manual turret control, use the direction buttons on the control panel.

a. After manually focusing the specimen, press the START key on the screen display. The tester wil
automatically progress through the test sequence listed above.

b. After the dwell time expires, the indenter will automatically move up and the 50X objective lens will move
into position for measurement.

c. Look through the eyepiece (Figure 4, item 4). The indentation on the specimen should be at the center
of the view field.

d. Measure the diagonal length as described under the LM-300 Manual Turret procedure.
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LM-700

NOTES:
. The test wíl be performed using the conditons set during Method Setup. Refer to page 15.

. When the power is switched ON, the display wíl be similar to the following example.

-
rn

TEST MO~l I.~
38.4 urn (m seø gf I

IDzl 38.4 urn ~ 5 se I 

10m 828.7 ~I
HOC 56

I COUNT

r:. r:.. .LIGIH VOLU.I'E~ö~ ~ V
. The TEST MODE screen contains information that is important to the test. Verify that the test load,

dwell time, and conversion scale are correct for the test to be performed.

1. Place the specimen on the X-Y stage (Figure 4, item 18). Rotate the eyepiece on the ocular until the two
measuring lines are as sharp and crisp as possible to your eye.

NOTE: Vision differs for each person. Please take the time to perform this step for each individual operator.

2. The surface of the specimen must be perpendicular to the spindle. If unable to set the specimen in a proper,
secure position, use the precision vise to position the specimen and to make sure the specimen does not
move during the test.

3. Rotate the Focus knob (Figure 4, item 21) slowly to bring the specimen surface into focus. For focusing, lift
the table to bring the specimen surface close to the 50X objective lens, then look through the eyepiece lens
(Figure 4, item 4) of the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item 2) and lower the specimen until the surface is
brought into focus.

/,
/',\! \
(~; CAUTION!

Exercise caution when elevating the specimen. To avoid damage to the sunace of the
lens, do not allow the specimen to contact the lens.

3. With the specimen properly focussed, adjust the eyepiece (Figure 4, item 4) to achieve a clear view of the
two measuring lines.

NOTE: Vision differs for each person. Please take the time to perform this step for each individual operator.

4. Select the area of the surface where the test wil be performed, using the stage micrometer handles.

5. The specimen is now ready for testing. Proceed as follows (depending on the tester model).
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NOTES:
. Before performing an actual test, make sure the measuring lines are set to "0" (zero).
. If a "0" (zero) is displayed in the 01 and 02 windows the measuring lines are set.

. If a "0" (zero) is NOT displayed in the 01 and 02 windows, look into the eyepiece and bring the two

measuring lines together unti the right edge of left measuring line just touches the left edge of the
right measuring line. Press the SET key on the screen display and the 01 and 02 windows should
display "0" (zeroes).

LM-700 Manual Turret

a. Manually rotate the turret (Figure 4, item 6) to the center position.

CAUTION!
Make sure that the indenter does not hit the sample OR sample holder when rotating.

b. Start the test by pressing the START key on the screen display. The diamond indenter wil automatically

move down and stay on the specimen surface for the period of loading time set earlier. After the load
time expires, the indenter will move up and return to the starting position. During this procedure, the
START switch will be flashing.

c. Manually rotate the turret (Figure 4, item 6) to the 50X objective lens (Figure 4, item 7) and look through
the eyepiece (Figure 4, item 4). The indentation on the specimen should be at the center of the view
field.

d. Measure the diagonal length of the indentation as follows:

1). Vickers hardness measurement:

a). Measure the D1 dimension.

Turn the measuring knob (Figure 4, item 3) on the left
side of the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item 2)
to adjust the inner edge of the left measuring line to
touch the left edge of the indentation (Figure 24). VICKERS LEFT MEASURING LINE

FIGURE 24

b). Turn the right side knob (Figure 4, item 5) to adjust

the inner edge of the right measuring line to touch the
right edge of the indentation (Figure 25).

VICKERS RIGHT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 25

~
c). Press the READ switch on the rotary encoder (Figure 4,

item 5). The D1 dimension wil be displayed in the
D1 window on the screen display.

lauD I 

ROTARY ENCODER
FIGURE 26
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d). Rotate the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item 2)
90 degrees to measure the D2 dimension. Use the
same procedure as described in the previous steps
to adjust the measuring lines to the top and bottom of
the indentation (Figure 27 and Figure 28).

e). Press the READ switch on the rotary encoder (Figure 4,
item 5). The D2 dimension will be displayed in the
D2 window on the screen display. The system wil
also automatically calculate the average of the D1
and D2 dimensions, process the data, and display
the Vickers hardness value pn the screen. The
screen display will also show the converted scale
value and the OK/NG judgement.

2). Knoop hardness measurement:

a). Press the HV key on the Test Mode screen.
The HV key should change to HK.

b). Measure the D1 dimension.

Turn the measuring knob (Figure 4, item 3) on the left
side of the measuring microscope (Figure 4, item 2)
to adjust the inner edge of the left measuring line to
touch the left edge of the indentation (Figure 29).

c). Turn the right side knob (Figure 4, item 5) to adjust
the inner edge of the right measuring line to touch the
right edge of the indentation (Figure 30).

c). Press the READ switch on the rotary encoder (Figure 4,
item 5). The D1 dimension wil be displayed in the
D1 window on the screen display. The system wil
also automatically calculate and display the Knoop
hardness value on the screen.
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VICKERS BOTTOM MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 27

VICKERS TOP MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 28

KNOOP LEFT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 29

KNOOP RIGHT MEASURING LINE
FIGURE 30



lM-700 Automatic Turret
NOTE: LM-700's with the automatic turret use a fully automatic test sequence. The automatic test sequence

is as follows:
50X objective lens )) Diamond Indenter )) Load Application )) Dwell Time ))
Load Release )) 50X objective lens

For manual turret control, use the direction buttons on the control panel.

a. After manually focusing the specimen, press the START key on the Test Mode screen display. The
tester will automatically progress through the test sequence listed above.

b. After the dwell time expires, the indenter will automatically move up and the 50X objective lens will move
into position for measurement.

c. Look through the eyepiece (Figure 4, item 4). The indentation on the specimen should be at the center

of the view field.

d. Measure the diagonal length as described under the LM-700 Manual Turret procedure.
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o OPERATION FLOW CHART

LM-100

POWER SWITCH ON POWER light (Figure 9, item A) wil be lit.

LOAD SELECTION Change with the Load Selector Knob (Figure 4, item 14).

SET SPECIMEN
Place on X-Y Stage (Figure 4, item 18) or in Precision Vise

(Figure 4, item 17).

ELEVATE TABLE I FOCUS
Use the Focus knob (Figure 4, item 21) and the Objective Lens

(Figure 4, item 7).

LOCATE TEST AREA Adjust the X-Y stage micrometers (Figure 4, items 10 and 19).

ROTATE TURRET TO DIAMOND
INDENTER Manually

Manual Turret

LOADING START Press START switch

(Figure 9, item C)

LOADING Automatic

HOLDING Holding time is set by Dwell Timer (Figure 8, item E).

RELEASE Automatic

ROTATE TURRET TO SOX LENS Manually

MEASURING D1, D2 Refer to "How to Perform a Test" section.

CALCULATE HARDNESS VALUE Use Hardness Conversion Book.
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LM-300 and LM-700

MAIN POWER SWITCH ON STANDBY POWER SWITCH OFF (Figure 6, item E)(Figure 6, item D)

Manual Turret

ROTATE TURRET TO DIAMOND
INDENTER

LOADING START

ROTATE TURRET TO 50X LENS

TEST MODE SCREEN

LOAD SELECTION

SET OTHER TEST CONDITIONS

SET SPECIMEN

ELEVATE TABLE I FOCUS

LOCATE TEST AREA

Manually

Press START switch

(Figure 9, item C)

LOADING

HOLDING

RELEASE

Manually

MEASURING D1, D2

COMPUTE HARDNESS VALUE

(Figure 7)

Use Load Selector Knob (Figure 4, item 14).

Place on X-V Stage (Figure 4, item 18) or in
Precision Vise (Figure 4, item 17).

Use the Focus knob (Figure 4, item 21) and the
Objective Lens (Figure 4, item 7).

Adjust the X-V stage micrometers (Figure 4,
items 10 and 19).

Automatic

Holding time is set by Dwell Timer (Figure 8,
item E).

Automatic

Refer to the section "How to Perform a Test".

Automatic

CONVERT TO ANOTHER SCALE, OKING JUDGEMENT, MEMORY, ETC.

DATA OUTPUT
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o ADJUSTMENT AND MAINTENANCE

Adjusting the Ilumination

NOTES:
. It is very important to have a correct center of the light path. The correct centering of the light path

provides an even brightness on the view field that allows the operator to be able to easily read the
diagonal length. The light path may need to be adjusted when the light bulb is changed.

. Before changing a light bulb, make sure the Power ON/OFF switch is in the OFF positon and the unit
is unplugged from facílty power.

. To obtain maximum, even brightness in the view field, only an 863-280 Ught Bulb (6V, 18W) should be
used.

1. To change the light bulb:
a. Loosen the socket fixing knob (Figure 31, item 3). This knob is between two centering knobs.
b. Pull the socket (Figure 31, item 1) out slowly. A light bulb (Figure 31, item 4) wil come out with the

socket.
c. To remove the light bulb from the socket, push the bulb in and unscrew it counterclockwise.
d. To install a new light bulb, push the bulb in and screw it in clockwise.

ø ADJUSTING KNOB FOR THE
CENTER OF LIGHT PATH

(3 PIECES)

G: LAMP HOUSING
SETSCREW

(f APERTURE DIAPHRAGM
SETSCREW
(4 PIECES)

6j HALF MIRROR

~ LAMP HOUSING

o LIGHT SOURCE
BULB (6V, 18W)

LIGHT SOURCE
FIGURE 31
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2. Adjust the center of the light path as follows:
a. Using a test block, focus the surface of the test block.

NOTE: To protect your eyes, do not look through the microscope mounting tube with maximum

brightness. Adjust the bnghtness gradually from the dark position.

b. Once the test block is in focus, pull the ocular (Figure 4, item 2) straight out and look through the
microscope mounting tube (Figure 5, item 28). The bulbs hot-spot (filament) should be discernable in the
view field.

c. Use the three adjusting knobs on the lamp housing (Figure 31, item 2) to center the hot-spot as shown
belòw in Figure 32.

MEASURING
MICROSCOPE
MOUNTING TUBE

FILAMENT

FILAMENT LOCA liON
FIGURE 32

Green Filer

The objectives on this tester are achromats and wil give the best visual image when the included green fiter is
installed in the optical path. The green fiter may be removed, if necessary, for video system usage.

Aperture Diaphragm and Field Diaphragm

NOTES:
. Diaphragms are sized to the objective used and may need to be changed when installng optional

objectives, such as 5X, 20X, 60X, or 100X. The higher magnification objectives are useful for
measuring small indentations, but require smaller diaphragms for optimal resolution.

. Only qualified LECO Optical Service Engineers should change these diaphragms.
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Changing the Diamond Indenter

Exercise care when changing the diamond indenter. The red mark on the diamond indenter must be aligned with
the setscrew on the indenter holder. If the correct view (Figure 33, view b) is not apparent, turn the indenter in the
holder to obtain the correct view.

INDENTER SET
SCREW

RED MARK

a. Correct set position b. Correct direction c. Wrong direction

CHANGING THE DIAMOND INDENTER
FIGURE 33

Adjusting the Indentation to the Center of the View Field

1. Set the left side of the measuring dial to "0" with the ~ mark (Figure 34).
2. Look through the measuring microscope. The center of the indentation should be on the center of the left

measuring line (Figure 35). If the indentation is not centered on the left measuring line, adjust the center with
the three adjusting screws on the turret (Figure 36) as follows:
a. To move the indentation to the left in the view field, loosen the left screw and tighten the right screw the

same amount.
b. To move the indentation up in the view field, tighten the center screw.
c. To move the indentation down in the view field, loosen the center screw and push the objective lens

slightly.

./'\/,\
¿...~..~........\ CAUTION!

Always adjust each screw while looking through the eyepiece.
NEVER remove the adjusting screws.

ALWAYS loosen one screw before tightening another.
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o

MOVES RIGHT SIDE
MEASURING LINE

MOVES BOTH MEASURING LINES

lC

OCULAR
(DIGITAL OCULAR SHOWN)

FIGURE 34

CENTER OF VIEW FIELD

CENTERING INDENTATION
FIGURE 35

TURRET

OBJECT LENS

ADJUSTING SCRew
(UP AND DOWN DIRECTION)

ADJUSTMENT SCREWS
FIGURE 36
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o CAUTIONS FOR MEASUREMENT

NOTE: Reference ASTM E-384.

Specimen
Positioning the Specimen

To ensure correct indentation of the specimen, it is very important that the surface of the specimen is at a right
angle with the indenter. Inaccurate or improper indentation will also occur if the specimen moves during loading.

CORRECT INDENTATION
FIGURE 37

DEFORMED INDENTATION
FIGURE 38

Surface of Specimen

Since the microindentation tester is using a very light weight to apply a load on the surface of the specimen, it is
very important that the surface of the specimen is clean and smooth. The surface may need to be polished in
order to accurately read the diagonal length. In general, the specimen should be metallographically prepared to
achieve a mirror finish.

If the specimen is too small or too thin, a mounting press wil be required to mount the specimen prior to grinding
and polishing.

Dust, oil or other foreign particles on the specimen surface may also cause incorrect measurement.

NOTE: LECO grinder/polishers, mounting presses and cut-off machines are highly recommended for sample
preparation.
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Minimum Thickness of the Specimen

Each specimen should have a thickness (or the hardened layer thickness for a surface hardened specimen) ten
times as large as the indentation depth. In the case of Vickers testing, the depth of the indentation is
approximately 1h of the diagonal length. Therefore, the minimum thickness should be approximately 1.5 times as
large as the diagonal length of the indentation (Figure 39).

In the case of Knoop testing, the depth of the indentation is approximately 1/30 of the diagonal length (D1). That
means the minimum specimen thickness should be more than 1/3 as large as the diagonal length (Figure 40).

NOTE: As can be seen in following í/ustrations, Knoop testing is more efficient for thinner specimens or thinner
layered surface hardened specimens.

HV

ff. iI II I: I
: . 50 i-m .Ji ii II II Ii I

71.4 pm

MINIMUM THICKNESS FOR VICKERS
FIGURE 39

HKr~l~li Ii i
I- 150i.m .¡i II II I1 i
¡ -- t:f 50 pm Miii tlkress

MINIMUM THICKNESS FOR KNOOP
FIGURE 40
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Testing

Load
The larger the indentation, the more accurate the reading can be. To obtain the largest indentation possible, use
the maximum load possible. Material specifications will normally indicate the load to be used.

Range of View Field
It is recommended to use within 70% range of view field when measuring the diagonal length.

Dwell Time
ASTM specification for dwell time is 10 to 15 seconds. The dwell time can be changed to meet a specific
requirement. For accuracy, shortening the dwell time to 5 seconds wil minimize the influence of vibration.

Distance between Indentations
For Vickers testing, it is recommended to have a distance at least 4 times more than the diagonal length between
two indentations (Figure 41). It is also recommended to have a distance of at least 2.5 times more than the
diagonal length from the edge of the specimen.

Edge of tdj $ $'spemen ~
:-2.5d -1. )A i l~ )A ~I

..

EXAMPLE OF DISTANCE BETWEEN VICKERS INDENTATIONS
FIGURE 41

For Knoop testing, it is recommended to have a distance at least 2 times more than the longer diagonal length or
at least 4 times more than the shorter diagonal length between two indentations. It is also recommended to have
distance at least 1.5 times more than the longer diagonal length or 2.5 times more than the shorter diagonal
length from the edge of the specimen (Figure 42).

Edge of
spcimen

rd11~
:-1.5d1 -- . :-2di

~
.1 '

ii
~2di--

r l l l l lh~~~~di-
..

EXAMPLE OF DISTANCE BETWEEN KNOOP INDENTATIONS
FIGURE 42

Vibration Insulation

Any vibration picked up by the tester may cause a false result. If external vibration is a potential problem, the use
of the LECO 861-667 Vibration Isolation Platform is strongly recommended.
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Maintaining Tester Accuracy

NOTE: To maintain the accuracy of the tester, daily maintenance is essential.

Load
Periodically check to see if the load selector knob turns smoothly and the weights change properly.

Indenter
The indenter has a long life if it is used properly. However, damage is possible if the indenter is mishandled,
dropped, or hit by other objects. Monitor indenter wear by carefully checking the indentation made during normal
daily use. When checking for indenter wear, select several different loads to see different sizes of indentation.
Indications of wear are characterized by a reflective ridgeline or center of the indentation. When these
characteristics are noticed, a new indenter is required.

It is also very important to keep the indenter clean. Wipe the indenter with a clean soft cloth or applicator with
alcohol to remove dust, oils, and other foreign particles.

CAUTION!
When using a specimen clamping device, ensure that the indenter does not contact the

specimen or device when the turret is rotated.

Measuring Microscope
Measuring mechanisms, such as the measuring microscope and turret with objective lenses are precisely built. It
is imperative that these mechanisms be maintained properly to ensure the accuracy of the tester. Please handle
gently when rotating the turret so the objective lenses do not get damaged. Any scratch or damage to the surface
of the objective lens may cause a foggy view resulting in false readings.

Clean the surface of the eyepiece and objective lenses with a clean soft cloth or applicator and lens cleaner.

With normal use, there is no need to clean the inside of the measuring microscope. If the inside of the measuring
microscope must be cleaned, please contact the LECO Optical Service Department (269-982-2385). DO NOT
DISASSEMBLE THE MEASURING MICROSCOPE.

Daily Control of Measuring Accuracy
The most important thing for microindentation testing is accurate reading of the diagonal length. To improve the
accuracy of readings, make several indentations on the master test block and measure the diagonal length.
Periodically re-measure those same indentations and make sure the readings are repeatable within ::0.2 Ilm.
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o SERVICE

Troubleshooting

NOTE: Please check the following list before callng the LECO Optical Service Department.

Condition Check Point Response

Is the power cord disconnected? Push the power cord in firmly.

No power
Is the Power switch ON and Standby Turn Power ON, Standby OFF.
switch OFF?

Is the fuse blown? Replace the fuse.

Is light intensity turned down? Turn Light Intensity up.

Is the lamp burnt out? Replace the lamp.

Dim or completely dark Is the Power ON? Turn the Power ON.
on view field

Is the surface of the objective lens Change the objective lens.
scratched or damaged?

Is the sample focused? Check focus at low magnification.

Indentation is not at center
Refer to the "Adjusting the

of view field
Indentation to the Center of the
View Field" section, page 58.

Are tests being made on the test block? Make tests on a certified standard.

Is the ocular correctly zeroed? Bring measuring lines together and
press RESET/ZERO.

Is the Load properly set? Verify correct Load setting.

Incorrect hardness value Is the indenter clean? Clean the indenter with alcohoL.

Is the specimen at a right angle with the Fix the specimen at a right angle
indenter? with the indenter.

Is there any vibration in the working area? Eliminate all vibration.

Is the indenter damaged? Change the indenter.

Is an error message on the display? Check the error message.
(Refer to next page.)

Stopped during operation
Is there an outside power failure? Shut the tester OFF and then

restart.

Is the motor generating unusual smell? Shut the tester OFF and call the
LECO Optical Service Department.
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Error Messages

NOTES:

. When an error occurs, an alarm wíl sound and an error message wíl appear on the screen display
(Figure 43). Check the contents of the error message and then press the OK button in the error
message display.

. Pressing the OK button on the error message display resets the screen display but does not correct
the error. Refer to the following error table to correct the cause of the error message.

Turret Motor Turret motor is not working. Call LECO Optical Service
Error!! Turret motor sensor is not working. (269-982-2385)

Turret Position Tester is started at the position of
Reposition lens and restart

Error!! lens.

Load Motor Load motor is not working.
Call LECO Optical Service

Error!! Load motor sensor is not working.

Test Load Dial Position detecting rotary switch is
Call LECO Optical Service

Position Error!! not in working order.

Test Load Dial Rotary switch connecting wires may
Call LECO Optical Service

Select Error!! be cut off.
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ERROR MESSAGE DISPLAY
FIGURE 43
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Callng for Service

For service and repair, please contact the LECO Corporation Optical Service Department. Phone: 269-982-2385.
Fax: 269-982-8982.
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